This paper presents a multi-modal interface for the interaction between a human user and an assistive humanoid robot. The interaction is performed through gestural commands and a dialogue mechanism to provide a 'natural' means for the user to command an assistive robot to perform several given tasks. A "Point-and-Command" interaction concept was proposed with the aim of providing the user with an easy-to-use and intuitive interface and to improve the efficiency of human-robot collaboration. Likewise, a decision support system (DSS) was implemented based on fuzzy logic, in order to warn the user when an active robot is about to become unusable and should be replaced. Thus, the interaction time, which depends on the robot's battery life, can be increased by replacing the assistant with another more fully charged one, making the interaction seem more natural.
Introduction
The primary focus of robotics has been limited to industrial and manufacturing applications. Recently, however, many more kinds of robot have been developed and they are becoming a necessary part of our life. Nowadays, robots are becoming a common presence in various environments, covering many applications, including tour guiding, elder care, rehabilitation, search and rescue, surveillance, education, and general assistance in everyday situations. They work together with humans in factories, offices and in their homes. This idea of turning robots into a ubiquitous technology took shape gradually, alongside human progress and the evolution of technology, as a response to the human desire to create mechanized agents in order to help with everyday needs.
In this way, a new broad field of robotics emerged, generically named "Assistive Robotics" (AR). Initially developed for assisting people with disabilities or elder care [1] , AR now includes companion robots, educational robots and, in more general terms, all robots that provide aid or support to human users [2] . AR is aided in its endeavours by the large number of service robots (SRs) that have emerged over recent years. An SR operates at home or in office environments, and performs certain tasks. Thus, with the advent and development of assistive mobile robots, the need to find new and more intuitive ways for people to interact with them has become increasingly evident [3] , so that any user, whether experienced or not, can use them without requiring too many preliminary instructions. In this sense, human-robot interaction (HRI) requires simple and easy-to-use interfaces. The general term adopted by most researchers for such an interaction is 'natural', which means that the user should be able to interact with robots or other technologies as they would interact with other people or with the real world in everyday life. This type of interaction involves the need for new and interdisciplinary components to become part of the robotic research, which was already envisaged some time ago. For instance, in [4] , the following sentence appears: "Robots of the future will interact with humans in a natural way. They will understand spoken and gestural commands and will articulate themselves by speech and gesture."
This phrase is emblematic of the further evolution of robotics. As we can see, spoken words and gestural commands are two of the most frequently used forms of interaction, and they are able to become advanced interaction components due to the latest developments in vision and audio technologies.
Although an ideal interface for HRI applications should contain a single interaction modality, multimodal interfaces (MI) can offer a number of advantages over traditional interfaces (e.g., a user-friendly experience, providing redundancy for a better understanding of commands). MIs allow a person to communicate with a robot by simultaneously using speech, gesture, gaze, facial expressions or, more recently, brain signals [5] . Using a pointing gesture to indicate a location or to select an object, combined with speech in order to express the desired intent, would be an example of a typical case of MI; this is also the topic of our work.
In this paper, we present a specific approach to multimodal interaction with a humanoid mobile robot that assists people in domestic or office environments. The aim of our research is to develop an assistive robot that can help humans in their daily activities and naturally interact with them, providing 'communicative' capabilities. The implemented interface allows the user to express their intentions using both verbal and non-verbal expressions. In this way, the interaction is more natural and more human-centred. We propose an interaction paradigm that consists of a combination of both ways of sending commands to the mobile robot. Thus, the robot can move in an indicated direction and perform a required task. Moreover, the unpleasant situations caused by power loss (when the robot's battery is fully discharged) can be avoided by using a decision support system that monitors the operating state of the robot.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a literature review; Section 3 presents an overview of the system proposed, while Section 4 describes the proposed interaction paradigm; Section 5 discusses the decision-making aspects; Section 6 deals with the results obtained; and Section 7 offers conclusions and directions for future work.
Related Work
In this section, we intend to briefly review related work that covers a number of areas: multimodal interfaces in HRI, the pointing gesture and decision making.
Multimodal interfaces in HRI
Multimodality is a characteristic of human communication. People often use numerous information channels in their everyday interactions and it is desirable that this characteristic be transferred to HRI, allowing humans to communicate in a natural manner with robots. One of the first attempts to address this idea was the "Put-That-There" system presented in [6] , which is considered the forerunner of multimodal interfaces. This system combines speech and gesture recognition in order to allow users to command events on a large-format raster-scan graphics display. Following that, a variety of new systems emerged based on multimodal interaction with the user, and most of these are mentioned in [7] and [8] . Despite the large number of systems, with various combinations of inputs, recognition methodologies and domains of application, there are still many shortcomings that need to be considered.
In [9] , a multimodal scheme for interaction with service robots is proposed, focusing on motion detection, sound localization, people tracking, user (or other person) localization, and the fusion of these modalities. An interesting approach is presented in [10] , in which a multimodal conversational interaction system is developed which enhances the naturalness and expressivity of interactions. A brief overview of some key aspects, issues and challenges of multimodal interaction is given in [11] .
There is a variety of ways to interact with a mobile robot, but we think that gesture and speech channels are the most suitable, a conclusion that it supported by other authors too (for instance, [12] and [13] ).
Pointing gesture
The use of the pointing gesture is one of the first ways in which people communicate with the world [14] . It is a foundational building block of human communication [15] because it is used during the early phases of language development, in combination with speech, in order to name objects, indicating a developmentally early correspondence between word and gesture [16] . Pointing is a deictic gesture [17] , used to orient the attention of an observer on a location or object, or to indicate a direction or event. The deictic gesture class includes a larger set of gestures that are used to draw attention to an object [18] , but in this work we are just interested in pointing, which is the most important way of communicating during infancy and involves extending the hand towards a specific location.
Gestures cannot be separated from speech. They are "elements or instruments of language", as the philosopher Wittgenstein called them [19] . Moreover, gesture and speech work together for adults, to convey a single message integrated in both time and meaning [20] , while pointing gestures support the learning of language for infants [21] . Several interpretations of pointing gestures have been identified by developmental psychologists [15] , but two of the most obvious are imperative pointing and declarative pointing [22] . These are used instead of spoken deictics, or to supplement them. It is well known that pointing at a reference object is a much faster and more convenient method than describing it verbally.
When dealing with assistive robots, the user should be able to inform them about an object's location. This interaction is crucial in a home environment, because most of the tasks performed by the robot require the manipulation of objects. In this regard, the pointing gesture is recognized as an essential way of interacting with robots. The deictic communication should be bidirectional. The operator uses pointing with verbal cues, and the robot asks for supplementary details if something is not clear.
Many research works have dealt with the interaction with robots using deictic communication. In some of these, a robot is used as a testbed to investigate specific issues relating to the social development of humans [23] [22] . Other works try to enable a robot to generate its own pointing gestures [18] [24] , or investigate the use of pointing gestures in interactions between a human and a robot [25] or between two robots [26] , but most papers focus on the ability of a robot to respond to pointing gestures performed by human operators. Some papers focus on the recognition methodology and the estimation of pointing direction [27] [28] ; others focus on the control component of the system [29] or on the process of achieving a natural deictic communication between robots and humans [30] .
We propose a simple solution for deictic communication that fuses vision and speech recognition using a single device; we call this paradigm "Point-and-Command" (PaC).
Decision making
Another issue that should be considered in HRI is the decision-making process. When a robot and a human share the same space, the same objects or a common goal, they need to collaborate. The robot must have a perception of its environment and may ask the human to help when needed. On the other hand, while the human should also have an awareness of their environment, they must bear in mind the robot's internal state in addition. Besides this, both human and robot must be able to coordinate their actions. The trust of the user in the robot's autonomous decisions depends largely on the feedback received.
In this paper, we are interested in both human and robot decision making.
In the section relating to the robot's decision making, fuzzy logic (FL) was used when information was vague, inconsistent or incomplete (decisions under uncertainties), e.g., for person detection, and tracking in cluttered and unstructured environments [31] . Other stochastic models, like Markov decision processes (MDP) [32] , partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) [33] , Bayesian networks (BN) [34] , deep dynamic Bayesian networks (DDBN) [35] , and hidden Markov models (HMM) [36] , have been used in designing user-assistive systems for intention recognition or speech recognition. An interesting approach to collaborative human-robot decision making is presented in [37] , making use of probabilistic robotics representations.
Decision support systems (DSS) represent a class of computer-based information systems, which include knowledge-based systems, that support decision-making activities. The main aim of a DSS is to help decision makers to make the best decision when dealing with complex situations and information [38] .
There are some studies that make use of DSSs for robotics applications. In [39] , the operation of a fleet of robots is controlled using local decision makers, based on MDPs embedded in robots, in combination with a DSS for the operator to help decide whether is necessary to teleoperate robots when they are in degraded states. A DSS was also implemented in [40] , in the form of a leader selection mechanism, to help a single pilot control a group of UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles). Some papers deal with the use of DSSs in robot selection [41] [42] or for selecting solutions for autonomous robotic systems [43] . In [44] , a DSS based on fuzzy logic was presented for improving hand-eye coordination in children, through a haptic robotic interface. However, to our knowledge, DSSs have been put to little or no use in HRI applications.
In this paper, we implement a DSS to select between two robots, allowing them to act as assistants in a home environment. The DSS is based on fuzzy logic and informs the user when a robot will become unusable, in order that it might be replaced by another one; however, this information is provided in a timely manner, allowing the first robot to reach the place where it can recharge its battery.
System Architecture
In this section, we give an overview of the system architecture, highlighting some of its features in order to set the context for illustrating the Point-and-Command (PaC) paradigm proposed in this paper.
The system is designed for the interaction with personal mobile assistive robots for tedious, repetitive tasks, operating at home or in office environments. In Fig. 1 , the general schema of the system is depicted, with all the 'blocks' that are involved in the interaction.
The human operator and the environment are the 'endpoints' of interaction, in the sense that an operator interacts with the environment by means of his/her 'assistant': a mobile robot. He/she sends gestural and voice commands to the robot, which are captured using a Kinect device. Speech and gesture recognition are two separate processes, but they are combined in the speech/gesture fusion block in order to provide more complex commands. A robot selection DSS is responsible for choosing which of the two robots should be the 'active' one, prepared for interaction. A control unit sends the commands to the robot, which are generated in the dialogue management block.
All computations are performed on a computer (desktop PC). The software allows data from the robot's sensors and motors to be accessed. The robot used in this research has two embedded cameras: one is located on the robot's forehead and the second is at mouth level. They can only be used one at a time for capturing images; they cannot be used simultaneously. The images taken are sent via Wi-Fi to the computer, where they are processed. For communication with the robot's actuators, the Device Communication Manager (DCM) module of the robot's API was used.
In the first phase, the system recognizes the human's pointing gestures and verbal cues. These are combined and then transformed into commands that are transmitted to the robot via wireless connection. The pointing direction is recognized using data captured by the Kinect device and the estimated direction is then used to inform the robot about the location of interest. As mentioned previously, the system is designed to help humans in their everyday activities and therefore the 'workspace' should be seen as a slightly more intelligent living environment (with computer, vision sensor and markers).
In this work, we make use of the concept of patterns. Keeping in mind the idea developed in [45] and extended in [46] , we propose some general patterns that are frequently encountered in relation to assistive tasks. Taking inspiration from the design patterns which exploit the reusability aspect, as well as from the work presented in [47] , certain patterns that were observed within the interaction activity were recreated. Fig. 2 shows two such 'patterns', with their components. In the picture it can be seen that the "Move to Target" (MtT) pattern contains the following 'sub-tasks': Marker Detec-tion (MD), Target Identification (TI) and Navigation (N). Thus, when the robot receives the command to move to a target, it must firstly detect a marker placed in the environment, in order to determine its position. Then, it has to identify the target according to the direction indicated by the human's pointing gesture; and finally it has to navigate to that target. Target identification and navigation may overlap; in the event that the target is too far away, the robot should move in its general direction before reattempting the procedure of target identification. In this way, the subprocedures are activated when a command is given. Some sub-tasks have their own sub-routines; for instance, an "Execution" sub-task may comprise reading sensor information and then controlling actuators according to data obtained from the sensors.
The robot can perform the following tasks: navigation, grabbing an object, pushing an object, fetching and carrying, and teleoperation tasks. The "Grab an Object" task consists of Detect Object, Grasp Object and Lift Object sub-tasks. All data are processed on the host computer. The real-time video stream captured Teleoperation functions are realized using the implementation described in [48] .
Point-and-Command Paradigm
There is an increasing trend towards developing robots to assist humans in more and more application domains. This is partly due to the fact that personal robots have practically invaded the research and education marketplace and they are supposed to begin invading our lives very shortly. A large number of robots already work in human living spaces, as well as hospitals, in exhibition centres, universities or museums. However, in order to be a good assistant, a robot should possess social and cognitive skills. It is therefore important to make sure it is able to interact with people in a human-like manner.
People use pointing gestures in communication as a mechanism to indicate a reference object or to inform a listener about its location. In other words, pointing is used to establish the identity or spatial location of an object within the context of the application domain [49] . Pointing gestures can also be used by humans to provide directional information to robots [50] . They are especially useful for users who need to interact with mobile robots, but who do not have a priori knowledge of HRI.
In this paper, we exploit the idea of combining human pointing gestures with speech in order to communicate intentions to a robot, in a user-centred approach called "Point-and-Command" (PaC). In simple terms, the idea of the interaction process is the following: a person points at an object (or simply to a location) and says something such as "grab that object", and then the robot will navigate in the indicated direction and will perform the task (identify the object and grab it). In [30] , five processes are outlined that are involved in natural deictic communication between robots and humans: context focus, attention synchronization, object recognition, believability establishment and object indication. These processes will also occur in our case, but in other forms.
In our case, the scenario is conceived for laypeople, who require an easy-to-use interface. A user sitting at his/her desk, or a mobility-impaired person, can use his/her voice and upper body parts to ask a personal mobile robot to bring them an object from the room (or workspace). To achieve this, they should indicate the object under consideration or specify the Point of Interest (PoI) [50] . This indication is not explicit; it only involves a gestural and a voice cue, and this mode of interaction is therefore considered to involve high-level commands, while a certain level of autonomy is assumed on behalf of the robot [51] .
The pointing direction is determined by computing the angle between the operator's arm and his/her body. The Kinect API gives the coordinates of 20 joints, but in our case, only seven are relevant, which are depicted in Fig. 3 . The coordinates of the shoulder and wrist are used to create a line directed towards the target. The focus is not on the totally accurate calculation of the pointing angle, since this information is just to give an initial direction to the robot; it will then automatically (using vision) or semi-automatically (by asking for new details) detect the target. This is why we choose not to use more precise methods of tracking (e.g., fingertip detection combined with face detection, like in [27] ), but this aspect will be considered in future work. Thus, the estimated pointing angle is obtained from the coordination of the center of the shoulders, shoulder and wrist of the operator, forming two vectors and being projected onto the horizontal plane. In other words, the vector from the shoulder to the wrist indicates the direction in which the operator is pointing. The user shoulders are approximately perpendicular to the Kinect sensor and thus, the angle formed by the line of the shoulders with the line of the arm gives the direction in which the object is located. There are two possible situations for each arm: when the angle is larger than 90°, the object is located on the same side as the pointing arm, relative to the human body, and the angle = 90° -θ ( Fig. 3) ; alternatively, when the angle is less than 90°, the object is located on the opposite side of the body relative to pointing arm, and the angle is β, as in Fig. 4 .
The robot has a default fixed position, where the power supply is located. It initially has the same orientation as the human operator. Thus, it will start moving in the direction indicated by the human arm, but from its original position. Since it knows its initial orientation towards the operator, it can rectify its orientation by rotating its head and looking for objects by colour.
A flow diagram of the Point-and-Command process, which illustrates the explanations given above, is presented in Fig. 5 .
Gesture detection and recognition
Gesture recognition is an important aspect of robotics because it provides an intuitive way to naturally communicate with robots. There is a variety of techniques and technologies available for gesture detection, but the most modern approaches are vision-based. They involve one or more video cameras that record the movement of the human's body parts.
In this work, a Kinect sensor was used to track the human arms. The Kinect software API provides the positions of the body joints of the user in real time, at the frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps).
The frames obtained from the Kinect sensor are converted into feature vectors that contain the positions of different joints of the body. The motion frame is expressed as an 18element feature vector, containing the x,y,z positions for each joint of each arm (wrist, elbow and shoulder) ex-pressed in metres by the coordinate system of the Kinect camera. Each gesture to be included in the gesture vocabulary will have been previously recorded and saved as a feature vector in a database, in order to form a set of templates. In this way, a gesture is represented by a sequence of arm postures over time and the recognition process involves the comparison of the current sequence with a range of previously recorded sequences. For this process of gesture recognition, the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm was chosen, because it is both robust and accurate enough for our needs. Through this technique, the similarities between two feature vector sequences are computed, in order to find the optimal alignment. The DTW algorithm, and its application for gesture recognition with the Kinect device, is presented in [52] . In contrast to the implementation in the aforementioned work, we used the FastDTW method presented in [53] . The accuracy obtained by applying this technique was 93% for a set of gestures performed by the users during tests. The algorithm performs the time alignment and normalization by computing a temporal transformation allowing the two signals to be matched [54] . This means that it is not sensitive to the duration of the gesture.
In a pre-processing step, the coordinates are normalized with the distance that connects the upper body joints to reduce the variations caused by the different sizes of the users.
This algorithm was used because we want to extend the gesture vocabulary in order to provide a more complex gesture interaction.
Speech recognition
For capturing the human voice, the same device (the Kinect) was used. Kinect for Windows SDK allows the use of the Microsoft.Speech recognition API. The streaming audio is captured by the Kinect microphone array using a speech recognition engine provided by the SDK. Microsoft.Speech was used to create grammars that can recognize a single word or a short phrase. Depending on the interaction context, different grammars are implemented for each situation. Each grammar has several rules that define a pattern or a sequence of words. An example from the grammar of the Point-and-Command initial command is as follows:
<Robot name> <please (opt) > <verb1> <spatial deixis> <and> <verb2> <article (opt)> <property> <name> <Robot name> is the name of the robot. This could be NAO 1 or NAO 2, or something else if the operator wishes to call them by specific names, and it is used to indicate that the operator is 'speaking' to the robot. If the utterances do not contain this 'keyword', they will be ignored by the system. <Verb1> contains a set of verbs like "go" and "look at", and <spatial deixis> contains words like "there" and "that". The <and> conjunction is written in bold to emphasize the Point-and-Command idea. In <verb2> there is another set of actions: "bring", "grab", "push", etc.; the subsequent <article> is optional (opt), but could be "that", "an", "a", etc. <Property> refers to a property of an object-e.g., colour ("red", "blue", "green") and shape ("round", "square")-and <name> could be the name of a known object or a noun ("sphere", "cube").
The speech recognizer also provides a confidence level for each recognized word. If a word is detected, but it has a very low confidence level, the robot will notify the human, asking him/her to repeat the command.
In the dialogue management block depicted in Fig. 1 , there are more sub-functions. Besides managing the dialogue between human and robot, this block is also responsible for combining spoken words with pointing gestures, and deciphering the meaning of these complex commands. This is achieved with the help of an inference engine.
The inference engine contains rules that help to identify the task that the robot should perform. The inputs for the inference engine are the speech/gesture commands and the output is represented by the required task. Speech recognition and gesture recognition are separate processes, but they run simultaneously. After a gesture has been recognized, its name is stored as a variable which will become the input for the inference engine. The same thing happens with a recognized word. Thus, for these two variables, the inference engine returns the task required, according to the rules set. There are three ways of giving a command: by gesture, by voice, or by a combination of the two. Likewise, there are simple tasks (e.g., navigation, grabbing) and more complex tasks (e.g., fetching). Simple tasks can be requested using just one of the two modalities of interaction, but complex tasks require the fusion of both of them, as in the Point-and-Command paradigm presented above. After a preliminary command ("NAO!"), the system is made to 'listen' continuously. If the user gives a voice command, the system waits four seconds for another command, and if it does not come, it will only consider the voice command given. When the command consists of a speech/gesture combination that is considered incompatible, the complex command is ignored. In this way, the system knows at each moment what task is to be performed by the robot.
Decision Making

Object detection
People use objects in most of their everyday activities. When they talk about an object within an environment, they will often point at it while using specific terms (e.g., "that") or even describing the object (i.e., "the red ball"), in order to draw someone's attention towards it. This is a common behaviour used all over the world. We saw how this behaviour can be used in HRI applications, and how the robot can 'understand' what a human operator wants, but now we must discuss the second part of this operation: the identification of an object in the environment.
After the system has estimated the direction of movement, the image-processing unit 'comes into play'. The robot moves forward in that direction, searching for potential objects. During this process, data from the robot's sensors (i.e., video camera and sonar sensor) are processed for the detection of objects or obstacles. EmguCV was used for image processing, which is a. NET wrapper for the OpenCV library 1 . The library allows object detection by colour and by shape. An OpenCV implementation of the Canny algorithm was used for edge detection and the Hough transform technique was then used to detect lines and circles in the image [55] . To detect the colour of the objects and algorithm, HSV colour space was used 2 .
The objects used for the experiments were Styrofoam balls and wood blocks, in different colours (Fig. 6) . The balls have a diameter of 5 cm and the cubes have sides of 4 cm length to allow the robot to grasp them. 
Human-robot collaboration
The interaction between human and robot follows a specific course. The initiative to start an interaction belongs to the user. He/she must pronounce the robot's name or perform a 'wave' gesture in order to draw the robot's attention. With this, the connection is established and the robot is 'ready' to receive further commands.
DSS
One of the main limitations of mobile robots concerns their energetic autonomy, meaning their battery life. In the case of the mobile platform used in this research, it cannot surpass 40 minutes of autonomy in the operational mode.
To avoid these limitations, a docking station was proposed in [56] which would not require human assistance. This seems to be a good solution, but we have tried an approach from a different perspective. Since there are two identical robots in our laboratory, we chose to use both of them. When the battery of the first one begins to go flat, the second 'swings into action'. However, the decision of selecting the other robot belongs to the human operator. For this purpose, a decision support system (DSS) was developed, in order to help the user to decide when to stop the interaction with one robot and call the other.
The DSS, based on fuzzy logic (FL), is designed to deal with uncertainty and aid the operator in making decisions regarding which robot to interact with, considering their battery levels and distance from the location of the power supply.
The decision support system was therefore designed as a fuzzy logic system, with the following main components: fuzzification, an inference engine, a rule base, and defuzzification. The system has four input variables and one output variable. The input variables are:
1. the percentage of power remaining;
2. the distance between the robot and the power supply;
3. a variable that shows the internal state of the robot;
4. operating time.
The percentage of power remaining is obtained from the robot's internal sensor and fuzzified into the following fuzzy sets: "very low", "low", "medium", "good" and "fully charged". The distance between the robot and the location of the power supply is determined by periodically locating the Naomark placed in that location and extracting the distance. The fuzzy sets for this variable are "very close", "close", "not so far", "far" and "very far". The internal state of the robot is determined by its temperature sensors and fuzzified into the following: "normal", "hot" and "very hot". The operating time variable records the time elapsed since the NAO began to operate, and it includes "very short", "short", "medium", "long" and "very long". The membership functions belonging to these fuzzy variables are trapezoidal.
The output of the fuzzy system is a value from 1 to 4, representing the operating state of the robot: "good", "normal", "low" and "very low". The rule base of the system contains a total of 375 rules that determine the robot's state, which are then used to inform the user of when the robot is fully operable and when it is not. For instance, one rule from the rule base is as follows:
If (remaining_power is very_low) and (distance is very_close) and (internal_state is normal) and (operating_time is very_short) then (robot_state is bad)
The robot's operating state is permanently displayed on the graphical user interface (GUI) and the robot also informs the user periodically about its state using vocal messages, according to the operating state variable. The DSS is continuously active and, in this way, the user will know when it is time to ask the robot to return to its charging location, in order to give it time to get there on foot before full battery discharge. Hence, the interaction remains natural while situations where the robot might suddenly collapse due to a low battery are avoided.
Fetching Robot Application
As we mentioned previously, the platform selected for this research is the humanoid robot NAO ( Fig. 9) , created by the French company Aldebaran Robotics to be a true daily companion 3 . NAO is a medium-sized robot used in many universities for educational and research purposes. The multitude of sensors and actuators, the complete programming environment and the human-like appearance make it a favourite tool for developers of HRI applications. The robot's is equipped with two cameras: one in its forehead and one below. They support four resolutions and the frame rate for each resolution is 30 frames per second.
A simple testing scenario was proposed in order to examine the functionality of the entire system. The experiment was performed in an indoor environment: the Industrial Virtual Informatics and Robotics Laboratory at the Transilvania University of Brașov. Three boxes with objects of various colours and shapes were placed in the environment in different positions, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . Two NAO robots were sat on the left-hand side of the user at a certain distance from him/her, next to the power supply.
The tests were performed by three different people, each of them three times. During the first round of tests, the users asked NAO to bring them the following objects: a red ball from the left box, a green ball from the box placed in the middle, and a yellow cube from the right box, relative to the user's own position. The users were initially informed of how the system worked and they were able to try it out a few times to get familiar with the interaction. Table 1 shows the distances between the robot and the objects, but also the average time elapsed (for each of the three users) before the robot had successfully performed the task. Some snapshots from one of the experiments are given in Fig. 11 .
The tests lasted about two hours. During this period, the first robot selected for interaction operated for 35 min; after this, the DSS informed the user that it was time to call the second robot. The second robot operated for seven more minutes, until the end of the first round of tests. In the second and the third round, the proportion of operation time was similar, as shown in Fig. 8 . The accuracy of pointing gesture recognition was 91%, and for speech recognition, 95%. Regarding the vision-processing algorithms, the accuracy of object detection and recognition was also acceptable. Each experiment required the recognition of nine objects: three (for each task) x three (for each user). So, in total, 27 objects had to be recognized throughout all three experiments. From these experiments, the robot only misidentified an object twice, but in both cases, after the user gave it another instruction, the robot found the correct object. The robot always asked the user before performing a grasping action. The workflow diagram of this process is depicted in Fig. 7 .
We also considered the case when two objects of the same colour are next to each other. When the robot faces such a situation, it may check which one the user is asking for. The user should answer using voice commands (e.g., "left" or "right"). If objects of the same colour are very close to each other, the robot will not be able to identify them separately. 
Conclusion
Summary
Along with the development of more and more intelligent biped robots, the urgent need for personal robots in homes, in offices, and in educational or cultural institutions has grown rapidly. In this context, the researchers should consider the development of new and intuitive ways of interacting with robots, in order to allow their owners (who are usually laypeople) to express their intensions in a simple manner and to feel comfortable in their presence. Verbal and non-verbal communication plays an important role in these types of application.
This paper presents the first step in an attempt to develop an interface for assisting people in their everyday tasks, using two humanoid robots that can navigate through the human space, and are able to detect and fetch objects. The human user is able to decide when to end an interaction with one robot, whose battery may be running out, and to select the other robot to continue the task that the first robot has begun. This is possible thanks to a DSS, which collects vital pieces of information concerning the robot's internal state and its environment, informing the user in time to allow the robot to return to its home position on foot (before the end of its battery life). To achieve this, the user simply sends the 'back home' command using the speech function.
The human-robot interaction is based on pointing gestures combined with vocal commands. A "Point-and-Command" interaction concept was proposed with the aim of providing the user with an easy-to-use and intuitive interface and to improve the efficiency of human-robot collaboration. The system doesn't hold all the knowledge required to fulfil any give task, but it does present the possibility of retrieving information from the user.
We tested the functionality of the system in an indoor environment and the results proved that all users could interact with the humanoid robots without requiring previous knowledge about them. The main contribution of the work is the natural interaction achieved with our interface.
Future work
The system presented in this paper has several limitations which we intend to overcome in future research projects. Some of these are not directly connected with the subject of the paper, like the problem that an object could fall from the robot's hand while it is moving.
In our work, the main processing unit is a computer located on the user side, and this unit communicates with the robot via wireless commands. We plan to transfer a section of this 'knowledge' to the robot side, to make it more intelligent and to reduce the amount of information transferred.
We plan to continue similar tests with more users and to extract more test result data to develop a background against which comparisons can be made with similar systems. After this, real-life situations should be considered, in order to satisfy the main goal of the system: assisting people with their everyday tasks.
Further research should include improvements in the following areas: human-robot communication, pointing angle estimation, robot localization and obstacle avoidance. Additionally, the robot's learning ability should be investigated. It must be able to learn and 'keep in mind' the identified objects.
